In vitro studies of transcript initiation by Escherichia coli RNA polymerase. 3. Influences of individual DNA elements within the promoter recognition region on abortive initiation and promoter escape.
Abortive initiation and promoter escape are two principal biochemical reactions occurring in the latter stage of transcript initiation. We have analyzed the influences of individual DNA elements within the promoter recognition region (PRR) on these reactions by measuring the quantitative initiation parameters that describe abortive initiation and promoter escape; these parameters are the abortive rate, the productive rate, the abortive:productive ratio, the abortive probability, and the maximum size of abortive transcripts. Changes in the individual DNA elements within the PRR can have a substantial effect on each of these parameters. The discriminator region and the -10 element primarily influence the abortive probability at positions 2-5 and 6-10, respectively, while the -10 and -35 conserved hexamers and the spacer region affect the abortive probability at positions 11-15. Surprisingly, transcription of a consensus promoter invariably gives a higher abortive yield, a higher abortive probability, a longer abortive ladder, and a lower productive rate than promoter variants carrying even a single deviation in the consensus hexamers. These results suggest that strong RNA polymerase-PRR interactions stall the polymerase at the promoter, thereby reducing the rate of promoter escape and consequently enhancing the extent of abortive initiation.